Many of these have already been announced via the News area of the Collection Manager Community Center (password required) in the JIT weekly updates, but are gathered here for a more complete look.

- Be sure to Follow the News area in order to receive email notifications.

**New providers**

- *Provider: A-R Editions (areditions)*
  - A-R Editions Legacy Recent Researches in Music Online
  - A-R Editions Ongoing Recent Researches in Music Online

- *Provider: Askews and Holts (askewsandholts)*
  - Askews and Holts VLeBooks
  - Askews and Holts VLeBooks PDA Titles
  - Askews and Holts VLeBooks PDA Titles - Shibboleth
  - Askews and Holts VLeBooks – Shibboleth

**New collections**

- **Provider: Alexander Street (alexanderpress)**
  - Alexander Street DER Essential
  - Alexander Street DER Expanded
  - Alexander Street DER New Releases
  - Alexander Street DER Premium
  - Alexander Street DER Screening Room
  - Music Online: Contemporary World Music - Outside North America
  - Twentieth Century Religious Thought, Volume 4: Eastern Religions - All Titles

- **Provider: Duke University Press (duke)**
  - 2019 e-Duke Books Scholarly Collection
  - 2019 e-Duke Journals Scholarly Collections: Expanded
  - 2019 e-Duke Journals Scholarly Collections: Standard

- **Provider: Emerald Insight (emerald)**

https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/WorldShare_Collection_Manager/WorldCat_knowledge_base_data_updat...
Emerald Transport eBook Collection

- Provider: Exact Editions (exact)

Exact Editions Future Music Collection

- Provider: IEEE (ieee)

IEEE Conference Proceedings Archive 2000-2004
IEEE Enterprise for Conference Proceedings
IEEE Enterprise for eBooks
IEEE Enterprise for Journals
IEEE Journals Archive 2000-2004

- Provider: IG Publishing (igpublish)

Momentum Press 2018 Engineering Digital Library

- Provider: JISC Collections (jisc)

JISC ALPSP: Archaeology and History: 2019
JISC ALPSP: HSS Complete Collection: 2019
JISC ALPSP: Law: 2019
JISC ALPSP: Linguistics and Arts: 2019
JISC ALPSP: Religion and Philosophy: 2019
JISC ALPSP: Social Sciences: 2019
JISC American Association for the Advancement of Science: 2018-2020
JISC American Association for the Advancement of Science: Science Classic Archive 1880-1996 (2014-2114)
JISC American Institute of Physics: Complete Collection with extended back-file: 2017-2019
JISC American Institute of Physics: Complete Collection: 2017-2019
JISC American Society of Civil Engineers: Journals: 2018-19
JISC Annual Reviews: Agriculture Collection: 2018-2020 (pre 2008 subscribers)
JISC Annual Reviews: Biomedical Collection: 2018-2020 (post 2008 subscribers)
JISC Annual Reviews: Biomedical Collection: 2018-2020 (pre 2008 subscribers)
JISC Annual Reviews: Complete Collection: 2018-2020 (pre 2008 subscribers)
JISC Annual Reviews: Life Sciences Collection: 2018-2020 (pre 2008 subscribers)
JISC Annual Reviews: Physical Sciences Collection: 2018-2020 (pre 2008 subscribers)
JISC Annual Reviews: Sciences Collection: 2018-2020 (pre 2008 subscribers)
JISC Annual Reviews: Social Sciences Collections: 2018-2020 (pre 2008 subscribers)
JISC Association for Computing Machinery: Digital Library: 2017-2019
JISC BioOne: 2019-2021
JISC Bloomsbury: Drama Online LA Theatre Works Audio Play Collection 2016 (Perpetual)
JISC Brill: Journals: 2019
JISC British Medical Journal: Optional Additional Titles: 2019-2020
JISC Cairn: Bouquet General Collection: 2017-2019
JISC Cairn: Economics, Social and Political Sciences Collection: 2017-2019
JISC Cairn: French Studies Collection: 2017-2019
JISC Cairn: Humanities and Social Sciences Collection: 2017-2019
JISC Cambridge University Press: Full Collection Digital Archives (STM and HSS)
JISC Cell Press: 2017-2019
JISC Cengage: Academic OneFile: 2016-2019
JISC Cengage: The Times Digital Archive (1786-2010 and rolling): 2017-2020
JISC Edinburgh University Press: Complete Collection: 2019
JISC Edward Elgar Publishing: Elgar Law Journals Collection: 2019
JISC Elsevier: ScienceDirect Freedom Collection: 2017-2021
JISC Exact Editions: 2016-2019
JISC Gale: Daily Mail Historical Archive 1896-2004
JISC Georg Thieme Verlag: Chemistry Collection: 2019
JISC Georg Thieme Verlag: Medical Journals Collection: 2019
JISC GeoScienceWorld Journals: 2019
JISC Harvard University Press: Digital Loeb Classical Library 2016 (perpetual purchase)
JISC Institute of Physics: IOPscience Extra: 2017-2019
JISC Institute of Physics: Journal Archive 1999-2006 (2011-2100)
JISC Institution of Civil Engineers Publishing: Current Engineering Journals Collection: 2018-2019
JISC Institution of Civil Engineers Publishing: Current Engineering Journals Collection: 2019
JISC Institution of Civil Engineers Publishing: Journals Collection: 2018-2019
JISC Institution of Civil Engineers Publishing: Journals Collection: 2019
JISC Institution of Civil Engineers Publishing: Virtual Library Archive (1836-2002): 2019-2023
JISC Institution of Civil Engineers Publishing: Virtual Library Top-Up: 2019-2021
JISC IOS Press: 2018-2020
JISC JSTOR: Arts and Sciences I Collection: 2018-2021
JISC Karger: ORL, Ophthalmology, Dental Medicine, Obstetrics, Gynecology and Psychology, Psychiatry Archive Collection (2012-2112)
JISC Nature Publishing Group: 2019-2021
JISC Nature Publishing Group: 2019-2021 (pre 2018 subscribers)
JISC Open Book Publishers: eBooks 2018-2021
JISC Oxford University Press: Archive and Archive Upgrade
JISC Oxford University Press: Archive and Archive Upgrade (2017-2020)
JISC Oxford University Press: Mathematics & Physical Science Collection: 2018
JISC Project Euclid: Prime: 2019
JISC Project Muse: Arts Collection: 2018-2020
JISC Project Muse: Basic College Collection: 2018-2020
JISC Project Muse: Basic Research Collection: 2018-2020
JISC Project Muse: History Collection: 2018-2020
JISC Project Muse: Humanities Collection: 2018-2020
JISC Project Muse: Literature Core Collection: 2018-2020
JISC Project Muse: Literature Expanded Collection: 2018-2020
JISC Project Muse: Philosophy & Religion: 2018-2020
JISC Project Muse: Premium Collection: 2018-2020
JISC Project Muse: Social Sciences Collection: 2018-2020
JISC Project Muse: Standard Collection: 2018-2020
JISC Proquest: Art and Architecture Archive: 2017-2020
JISC Proquest: British Periodicals I & II: 2017-2020
JISC Proquest: British Periodicals III: 2017-2020
JISC Proquest: Digital Archival Collections Group Purchasing Pilot: British Periodicals III: 2017-2020
JISC Proquest: Literature Online
JISC Proquest: Music & Performing Arts Online: 2017-2020
JISC Proquest: Periodicals Archive Online: JISC Collections Selection: 2013-2018 (PQ Platform)
JISC Proquest: Periodicals Archive Online: JISC Collections Selection: 2016-2019 (PQ Platform)
JISC Proquest: The Vogue Archive
JISC Proquest: The Vogue Archive: 2017-2020
JISC Proquest: UK and Ireland Historical Newspaper Collection: 2016-2019
JISC Royal College of Nursing: RCNI Journals Archive (1987-2016): 2017
JISC Royal Society of Chemistry: Gold 2017-19 Collection: Option 3
JISC Royal Society of Chemistry: Gold 2019 Collection: Option 4
JISC Sabinet: Juta Law Journals: 2019-2020
JISC Sabinet: Law Journals: 2019-2020
JISC Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics: Journal Collection: 2019
JISC Spare Rib
JISC Springer: eBooks Biomedical and Life Sciences 2015 Collection
JISC Springer: eBooks Chemistry and Materials Science 2015 Collection
JISC Springer: eBooks Computer Science 2015 Collection
JISC Springer: eBooks Earth and Environmental Science 2015 Collection
JISC Springer: eBooks Energy 2015 Collection
JISC Springer: eBooks Engineering 2015 Collection
JISC Springer: eBooks Mathematics and Statistics 2015 Collection
JISC Springer: eBooks Medicine 2015 Collection
JISC Springer: eBooks Physics and Astronomy 2015 Collection
JISC Springer: eBooks Professional and Applied Computing 2015 Collection
JISC Taylor & Francis: Combined Social Science and Humanities and Science and Technology: 2018-2020
JISC Taylor & Francis: Geography, Planning, Urban and Environment Online Archive (2016-2019)
JISC Taylor & Francis: Medical Fresh Collection: 2018-2020
JISC Taylor & Francis: Medical Library: 2018-2020
JISC Taylor & Francis: Science and Technology Fresh Collection: 2018-2020
JISC Taylor & Francis: Science and Technology: 2018-2020
JISC Taylor & Francis: Social Science and Humanities Fresh Collection: 2018-2020
JISC Taylor & Francis: Social Science and Humanities: 2018-2020
JISC UKPressOnline: 2018-2023 (Yearly Option)
JISC University of California Press: Complete Collection: 2019
JISC University of California Press: Complete Plus Collection: 2019
JISC Walter De Gruyter: Complete Collection: 2019-2021
JISC Walter De Gruyter: Journal Archive Social Sciences and Humanities Collection: 1826-2014 (2015-2115)
JISC Walter De Gruyter: Journal Archive Social Sciences and Humanities English titles Collection: 1826-2014 (2015-2115)
JISC Walter De Gruyter: STEM Package: 2019-2021
JISC World Scientific: eBooks Business and Economics: 2018
JISC World Scientific: eBooks Chemistry/Materials Science/Nanotechnology: 2018
JISC World Scientific: eBooks Computer Science: 2018
JISC World Scientific: eBooks Engineering: 2018
JISC World Scientific: eBooks Environmental Science: 2018
JISC World Scientific: eBooks General & Popular Science: 2018
JISC World Scientific: eBooks Life Sciences: 2018
JISC World Scientific: eBooks Mathematics: 2018
JISC World Scientific: eBooks Medicine and Healthcare: 2018
JISC World Scientific: eBooks Physics/Nonlinear Science: 2018
JISC World Scientific: eBooks Social Sciences and Asian Studies: 2018

• Provider: John Benjamins Publishing (jbep)

John Benjamins ebooks 2017 collection
John Benjamins ebooks 2018 collection

• Provider: John Wiley and Sons (wiley)

Wiley Online Library AGU Journal Collection
Wiley Online Library All Frontfile Journals Complete Set
Wiley Online Library All Journals Complete Set
Wiley Online Library Full Journals 2019
Wiley Online Library Full Journals 2019 – NHS Version
Wiley Online Library Journals Not In Any Collection

• Provider: Nature Publishing Group (NPG)

Nature Complete
Nature Complete Excluding New Launches
Nature Journals

• Provider: Ovid (Ovid)

LWW Clinical Consult Collection 2019
LWW High Impact Collection 2019
LWW Oncology Journals Collection 2019
LWW Premier Collection 2019
LWW Nursing and Health Professions Premier Collection with Ovid Emcare 2019
LWW Total Access Collection Bridge 2019
LWW Total Access Collection 2019 version minus Neurology
LWW Total Access Collection 2019 with Neurology
LWW UpToDate Reviewed Journals Collection 2019
Ovid Biomedical Collection IV 2019
Ovid Clinical & Hospital LWW Essential Collection 2019
Ovid Nursing Collection 2019
New frontlist collections

The following new frontlist collections have been added. Since they are considered frontlist, titles will be added throughout the year as content is published and made available. Titles may be added through the calendar year.

- Provider: John Wiley and Sons (wiley)

Wiley Frontlist All Obook 2019
Wiley Frontlist Obook Business 2019
Wiley Frontlist Ebook Chemistry 2019
Wiley Frontlist Obook Health Science 2019
Wiley Frontlist Obook Humanities 2019
Wiley Frontlist Obook Life & Earth Science 2019
Wiley Frontlist Obook Physical Science & Engineering 2019
Wiley Frontlist Obook Social Science & Psychology 2019
Wiley Frontlist Obook Veterinary Science 2019

New cooperatively contributed collections

- *** Early New Zealand Books Collection (ENZB) (global.1284.204) – contributed by University of Maryland Libraries
- *** Indiana Authors and Their Books (global.1284.200) – contributed by University of Maryland Libraries
- *** University of Nebraska-Lincoln Libraries’ Zea E-Books (global.1284.202) - contributed by University of Maryland
Discontinued collections

For some discontinued collections, we recommend selecting newer or better collections. We have indicated those below when they exist. Not all discontinued collections will have a suggested replacement collection.

- Provider: Canadian Electronic Library (cel)
  Discontinued Collection: Grey House Directories (cel.greyhousedirs)

- Provider: John Wiley and Sons (wiley)
  Discontinued Collection: Wiley Online Library AGU 2017 (wiley.agu2017)
  Select this collection instead: Wiley Online Library AGU Journal Collection (wiley.agujournalsall)

  Discontinued Collection: Wiley Online Library Full Collection 2018 (wiley.fullcollection2018)
  Select this collection instead: Wiley Online Library Full Journals 2019 (wiley.fulljournals)

  Discontinued Collection: Wiley Online Library All Journals 2018 (wiley.alltitles2018)
  Select this collection instead: Wiley Online Library All Journals Complete Set (wiley.alljournalscomplete)

  Discontinued Collection: Wiley Not In Any Collection 2018 (wiley.notinany2018)
  Select this collection instead: Wiley Online Library Journals Not In Any Collection (wiley.journalsnotinany)

  Discontinued Collection: Wiley Online Library Full Collection 2018 – NHS Version (wiley.fullcollection2018nhs)
  Select this collection instead: Wiley Online Library Journals Not In Any Collection (wiley.fulljournalsnhs)

Statistics

Totals:
6,785 providers
21,701 collections
45,211,051 records